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1Abstract
This paper compares the detectors and algorithms developed and used at both A Large Ion
Collider Experiment (ALICE) and the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF).  We found that the
detectors share many similarities in data collection and analysis methods and that by adapting
algorithms that have been tested and used at CDF, ALICE could augment its existing algorithms.
The algorithms formed from this adaptation will help ALICE isolate b-jets quickly and explore
the quark-gluon plasma, ultimately expanding our understanding of the strong nuclear force and
its role in the evolution of our universe.
I.  Introduction
Understanding the formation of the universe, finding new particles and expanding our
understanding of physics have been at the core of particle collider research and particle physics
over the years.  The Fermilab Tevatron and more recently the CERN Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) have conducted experiments to identify quarks and other particles that exist in the short
time after two particles traveling close to the speed of light are smashed together.  By studying
these events and analyzing data collected over many months of experiments scientists are able to
unravel some of the mysteries of the universe.
The work done at the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) over almost twenty years has created
a stockpile of information, algorithms and techniques that may be useful for researchers studying
similar phenomena at other colliders, such as the LHC.  In this paper we will compare CDF and
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) to determine which algorithms used at CDF could be
adapted to find bottom quark jets at ALICE.
The experiments carried out at CDF focused on the tt-bar cross-section produced in pp-bar
collisions.  To find their results, CDF studied the jets resulting from semi-leptonic W-decays
(W+jets) and also looked for jets containing low momentum electrons, from b-decays.  On the
other hand, the focus of ALICE is the study of quark-gluon plasma by comparing pp and Pb-Pb
collisions.  In this paper we look at using electrons from b-decays to probe these collisions.
Although the focus of these experiments is very different, both rely on accurate track and
secondary vertex information to tag and identify the particles they are interested in.  Also, the
jets produced in these collisions are made of the same particles, they will just show up in
different ratios, making the data taken similar.
We will begin by briefly reviewing some concepts that are important to understanding the
physics of heavy ion collisions.  Then, we will give an overview of the goals of CDF and ALICE
and the detectors used in these experiments.  Next, we will outline several algorithms already
used at ALICE and compare them to CDF algorithms that could be adapted to ALICE’s needs.
Finally, we will suggest ways to adapt the CDF algorithms.
2II. Physics Background
In this section we will give a brief overview of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and why we are
interested in studying this state of matter.  We will start by describing QGP and how to probe its
properties with bottom quark jets, what we know about it already and what we hope to discover
at ALICE.  We will then look at b-jet production and detection.  Finally we will discuss the
comparison of pp and Pb-Pb collisions and what this should tell us about the nature of quark-
gluon plasma.
A.  Quark-Gluon Plasma 
figure 2.1: A table of the elementary particles from which everything else is formed [35].  Quarks make up hadrons
and along with leptons compose the group called fermions that have half-integer spin.  The force carriers are
particles known as bosons and have integer spin.
Quarks and Gluons
We have known for many decades that atoms are made of electrons surrounding a nucleus, made
of protons and neutrons.  This is a reasonable model that allows physicists to perform many
calculations and experiments.  However, the protons and neutrons in the nucleus are actually
made of even smaller particles called quarks.
Quarks are elementary particles that have both electric and color charge and come in six
“flavors”; up, down, charm, strange, top, and bottom, Figure 2.1.  Color charge is a property of
quarks and is similar to electric charge but has to do with the strong interaction between quarks
and gluons.  Any flavor quark can have any “color” charge; red, green, blue, anti-red, anti-green,
or anti-blue.  At low temperatures, (compared to the big bang), color confinement forces quarks
to clump together in “color neutral” groups.  Color neutral groups are either triplets of all three
3colors or anti-colors (baryons) or pairs of a color and anti-color (mesons).  For example, neutrons
are baryons made of two down quarks and one up quark and a π+ is a meson made of an up and
anti-down particle [40].
Quarks interact via gluons, a force carrying particle similar to a photon.  There are eight types of
gluons that mediate the strong force and have their own color charge which means that gluons
can interact with each other.  In contrast, photons have no charge and therefore do not interact
with other photons.
Quark-Gluon Plasma
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) is a state of matter in which the quarks and gluons that make up
hadrons are not restricted by color confinement.  In other words, the quarks and gluons are free
to roam around in the plasma without forming pairs and triplets.  QGP can be found at either
very high temperature, such as in the early universe or relativistic collisions, or very high
pressures, as in quark or neutron stars [37].
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
found the first evidence for QGP in the observations of leading particle suppression and jet-
quenching [44] (which will be discussed later).  The data collected indicates that QGP is more
like a “perfect” liquid, its particles exhibiting coordinated motion, than the gas that was expected
[48].  However, the data collected at RHIC is somewhat limited to small numbers of lower
energy (ET ≤ 50GeV) due to the beam energy and jet production cross-sections.  To further
explore QGP and gain an understanding of this state of matter we will need ALICE’s capability
to study high-energy jets [45].
The History of the Universe
Over the 13.7 billion years or so since the big bang the universe has progressed through a series
of phases, ushering in new states of matter, evolving and growing into the universe we see today.
 In recent years, as we began exploring the particles that make up our universe we discovered
that there are many mysteries left to be solved.  Some can be answered by looking at stars and
galaxies far away, but many of these mysteries involve questions about why and how the
universe came to be the way it is.  Why is anti-matter nearly non-existent, etc.  To explore these
questions we need to gain a better understanding of the stages that the universe progressed
through and the physics of the states of matter involved.
The evolution of the universe, as we understand it today, can be broken into several epochs as
shown in Figure 2.2.  As we can see, the time frame for many of the states of the universe is very
short.  The Planck, grand unified theory and electroweak eras occurred before the universe was
10-10 seconds old.  Between these eras the fundamental forces separated and as the universe
cooled even further, the elementary particles formed into nuclei and atoms and anti-matter was
annihilated.  Finally, the stars and galaxies formed and the universe as we can see it took shape
[36].
It is during the short period from 10-12 to 10-6 seconds after the big bang that QGP, the focus of
4this paper, dominated the scene.  This is such a short time that it may not seem important;
however, to fully understand the universe around us we need to understand the properties of this
state of matter and its transition into other states, Figure 2.3.  Without this information we cannot
form a complete picture of the big bang.
figure 2.2: This history of the universe should be read from the bottom up and contains much of the information that
we know about the formation of the universe so far [50].
5figure 2.3: States of matter for quarks and gluons [55].  The phase diagram is similar to the pressure versus
temperature diagrams used in chemistry to characterize different states of matter for a given compound.   
B.  B-Jets
Bottom quarks are part of the “third generation” of quarks along with the top quark, Figure 2.1,
and have an electric charge of –1/3e.  The b-quark is particularly heavy (4200MeV/c2 compared
to the proton 938.3MeV/c2) and hadrons containing b-quarks tend to have relatively long
lifetimes, making it possible to identify them in high-energy collisions [40].
B-quarks are produced in high-energy collisions by three methods; pair creation, flavor
excitation, and gluon splitting.  Figure 2.4 is a set of Feynman diagrams1 that describe the
leading order and next to leading order processes in b-quark production.  These diagrams can be
used to manually calculate the production cross sections.  However, there is a program called
PYTHIA which can be used to perform Monte Carlo simulations2 of these events and give us an
idea of what to expect from experiments.  PYTHIA and other simulation programs are used
extensively to test and find the efficiency of tagging and tracking algorithms.
As we mentioned earlier, bottom quarks that are created cannot exist alone because of color
confinement3.  Instead, the quarks created in these high-energy collisions decay into baryons and
                                                 
1 Feynman diagrams – Feynman diagrams are pictorial tools to keep track of and perform calculations to find
perturbation contributions in quantum mechanics.  These calculations are generally very long and easy to lose track
of.  Feynman diagrams represent the equations and their solutions in a visual way greatly reducing the likelihood of
errors [30].
2 Monte Carlo Simulation – Monte Carlo simulations sample random numbers from known probability distributions
to perform repeated calculations that can reasonably reproduce statistical processes in nature.  In particle physics,
Monte Carlo simulations are used in designing detectors and testing algorithms as well as comparing experimental
data with theory [31].
3 Color confinement – The potential energy required to separate two quarks increases linearly with the distance
between them.  In other words, you cannot isolate them.  Instead, when you add energy to separate quarks, new pairs
6mesons (a process called hadronization) and elementary particles that spread out in a narrow
cone around the quark’s direction of travel [41].
This narrow cone of particles is called a jet and we can identify jets by reconstructing the paths
of particles in a detector and correlating those paths which converge near a common vertex.
Then, by identifying the particles that came out of this jet or finding the displacement of the
vertex from the primary vertex we can identify the original particle.
A semileptonic decay refers to the decay of a Hadron by a weak interaction.  In this decay a
lepton and corresponding neutrino are produced in addition to one or more hadrons [49].  In
cases where the hadron coming from the b-quark semileptonic decay b → c + l + νl   the charm
particle can also decay semileptonically, a process known as double semileptonic decay.  The
charged particles from semileptonic b-decays can be detected by specialized detectors.
Specifically the leptons (electrons), can be detected with an electromagnetic calorimeter with
high precision at high energies making b-quark identification easier.  In addition, the secondary
vertices of b-decays are also displaced a significant distance from the primary vertex since b-
hadrons have long lifetimes.  With high precision tracking detectors (such as the silicon
trackers), these secondary vertices can be reconstructed and used to identify b-quarks.
If a quark is created and passes through a QGP the quark and the resulting jet passing through the
plasma lose energy.  This energy loss may tell us significant information about the properties of
the plasma and the process is called “jet-quenching”.
figure 2.4: The Feynman representing the processes used in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo simulation program to
produce heavy flavor quarks.  Diagrams a and b are leading order processes, c pair creation (with gluon emission), d
Flavor excitation, e Gluon splitting, f Events classified as gluon splitting but of flavor excitation character [39].
C.  PP vs. Pb Pb collisions
ALICE will compare data taken from both pp and Pb-Pb collisions as a way to study quark-
gluon plasma.  This comparison will allow us to determine the jet-quenching that occurs and
                                                                                                                                                              
of quarks and anti-quarks form to produce more hadrons.  The result is that we only find quarks in “color neutral”
combinations [28].
7ultimately characterize properties such as the density of QGP.  There are several differences
between pp and Pb-Pb collisions that are important to consider as we compare them.
Proton-Proton collisions involve only two hadrons and the hard scattering of their quarks.  In
contrast, Pb-Pb collisions involve many hadrons and quarks hard scattering.  The result is a
much higher density of particles created and makes keeping track of them difficult.  The number
of particles interacting also depends on the collision cross-section, Figure 2.5, the area of the
nuclei that are actually interacting.
A head-on collision where two nuclei overlap completely is called a central collision and when
the centers are offset it is a peripheral collision.  Central collisions are much more violent than
peripheral collisions and are therefore more likely to create the high density of particles
necessary for QGP and jet-quenching.
 figure 2.5: a shows the interaction of two protons. b shows a peripheral collision which depends on how much the
nuclei overlap when they strike. c shows a central collision (note: the lead nuclei appear flattened since they are
traveling at relativistic speeds and should appear shorter in the direction of travel).
III.  Colliders and Detectors
Colliders, such as the RHIC, LHC and Tevatron, accelerate beams of particles using electric
fields and use electromagnets to keep them moving around an underground ring [47].  Two
beams are sent in opposite directions around the ring at near light speeds (99.9999991% the
speed of light in the case of the LHC) and then smashed into each other inside of a detector, such
as ALICE at the LHC.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently the world’s largest and most powerful particle
accelerator and is part of the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN4) in Geneva.
Its 27km ring of superconducting magnets and accelerating structures spans the border between
Switzerland and France about 100m underground.  It will accelerate many particles such as
protons and lead and study a vast array of phenomena [18].
In contrast, the Tevatron is an accelerator located in Batavia, Illinois with a 4mi circumference
                                                 
4 CERN stands for Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire and although the name changed when CERN
became an organization in 1954 the acronym was kept [46].
8(6.44km), that accelerates protons and anti-protons and collides them in the CDF and DZero
detectors [19].  The Tevatron, which ceased operations in 2009, studied many physics problems
and made significant progress in constraining allowed mass of the Higgs boson, but it was more
limited in the types of particles it could collide.
This section will describe the detectors in the ALICE and CDF central barrels where tracking
and particle identification take place.  It should become evident that, although the detectors have
different specifications and may even take data in different ways, both seek to identify particle
tracks, energies and momenta in order to study their collisions.
A. Tracking Detectors
At both ALICE and CDF there two kinds of tracking detectors that work to reconstruct the tracks
from a collision.  The first is a high-definition detector that is placed very close to the beam pipe
and the second is an ionization chamber.
 
The high-definition silicon detectors at ALICE and CDF work to identify the primary vertex, the
point of the initial particle collision, and secondary vertices, points some distance from the
primary vertex where particles generated in the collision decay.  There are several different kinds
of tracking detectors that can be made using silicon but each detects charged particles that pass
through the detector layers.  The reconstruction uses these points to construct tracks that are
projected back toward the primary vertex.
Since many particles from the primary vertex, which we want to study, have very short lifetimes,
they do not escape the beam-pipe before decaying.  It is therefore necessary to have a very good
track reconstruction capability to determine which tracks belong to the primary vertex and which
belong to secondary particle decays.  However, silicon is very expensive and high resolution is
not necessary far from the beam pipe so it is not economical to cover the entire tracking volume. 
Instead, ionization chambers cover the remaining tracking volume.
The ionization chambers at ALICE and CDF are used to reconstruct tracks of charged particles at
a large distance from the primary and secondary vertices.  Charged particles passing through the
gas ionize5 atoms leaving a track or trail we can detect.  These tracks can be matched with
vertices found by the silicon detectors and data points from detectors further out.
Since the chambers are immersed in a magnetic field parallel to the beam pipe, the tracks curve
according to the Lorentz force given by F=q(vxB), where F=Lorentz force, q=charge of the
particle, v=the particle velocity, and B=magnetic field.  The direction of the resulting force is
determined by the right hand rule, depicted in Figure 3.1 below.  The paths of charged particles
are curved as a result.
                                                 
5 Ionization – when a charged particle passes by an atom it can pull electrons out of the atomic orbit leaving behind
an electron and an ion [29].
9figure 3.1: A charged particle moving through a constant magnetic field will travel in a circle due to the magnetic
force on it.
The force required to make an object travel in a curve of constant radius is F=m(v2/r), m=mass
of particle, v=particle velocity, and r=radius of curve.  Combining this information with the force
provided by the magnetic field we find that p=(Bq)r.  Since we know both the magnetic field and
charge all we need to determine the momentum is the path radius which can be determined from
the reconstructed path.  It is important to note here that this is a simplified case that only yields
the momentum of the particle perpendicular to the beam pipe, since the calculation assumes the
velocity and magnetic field are perpendicular.6
B. Calorimeters
ALICE and CDF utilize calorimeters to determine the energy of charged and neutral particles.
This information can then be used with track information to identify the particles hitting them
and in turn the particles produced in the collision.  Also, topological features of the energy
detected, the shape of the cluster7, can be used in particle identification.
Electromagnetic calorimeters are made using alternating layers of dense materials and
scintillators.  A high-energy electron or photon incident on the calorimeter causes, through pair
production8 and bremsstrahlung9, a "shower" of lower energy electrons, positrons and photons.
 These particles and photons in turn produce more showers with lower energies until the
resulting particles do not have enough energy to create a shower.  The energy of these shower
particles is converted to light in the layers of scintillators.  This light is then carried away for
measurement.
                                                 
6 Most modern tracking algorithms do not make this assumption, but this is a good example of how momentum
information can be obtained for a track.
7 Cluster – A particle passing through a detector may activate groups of detection surfaces.  These groups of
contiguous surfaces are called clusters.  In the calorimeters the detection surfaces are towers of scintillator and dense
materials.  Since the particles hitting the calorimeter can hit more than one tower and cause showers of particles the
energy from the incident particle will be spread out over a group of towers that will be touching.
8 Pair production – when a sufficiently energetic photon interacts with a nucleus a pair of leptons, a lepton and anti-
lepton can be created provided the energy of the photon equals at least the rest mass energy of the pair [29].
9 Bremsstrahlung – the process where electromagnetic radiation is produced when a charged particle is accelerated
[29].
B-field into page
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The energy of a cascade is proportional to the energy of the incident particle or photon so
measuring the energy of the cascade provides a measure of the particle or photon energy.  
C. Particle Identification Detectors
CDF uses a combination of energy measurements from its calorimeters, muon chambers and
tracking detectors to identify the particles that created the various tracks in the detectors.
However, at ALICE, particle identification relies on detectors tuned to measure the energy of
particles in various transverse momentum (pT)10 ranges along with track information to identify
particles.  These detectors at ALICE are the TRD, TOF, HMPID and EMCal and will be
discussed in further detail below.
IV.  The ALICE Detector
ALICE is just one of the experiments at the LHC at CERN, the European Laboratory for Nuclear
Research.  Since the goal of ALICE is to study quark-gluon plasma, as discussed in Section II,
this detector has been optimized to collect large amounts of data on the various particles
expected to be created in particle collisions.
 
As mentioned previously, one of the ways that ALICE will study quark-gluon plasma is by
comparing pp collisions and Pb-Pb collisions to observe the jet-quenching of b-jets.  A
comparison of the data from these collisions will act as a probe of the plasma and help provide
insight about what is going on inside of these collisions.
 
Earlier, we briefly discussed two types of tracking detectors and a little about how calorimeters
work.  In this section we will expand on the details of the tracking detectors employed by
ALICE, the Inner Tracking System and the Time Projection Chamber, and the Electro Magnetic
Calorimeter.  We will also discuss the Transition Radiation Detector and Time of Flight Detector
which are used in particle identification.
                                                 
10 pT – transverse momentum is the momentum of a particle in a plane perpendicular to the beam direction.
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figure 4.1: This view of the ALICE detectors is a cross-section looking in the direction of the beam line.  This view
does not include the HMPID but does include a simulation of what tracks and hits might look like in the different
detectors [25].
figure 4.2: This diagram of the ALICE detector includes a cutaway view of the entire detector setup with ALICE’s
central barrel detectors, forward detectors magnet etc. [33].
A.  Inner Tracking System
The Inner Tracking System (ITS) is made up of six coaxial cylindrical layers of silicon detectors
arranged around the beam pipe.  These layers are divided into sets of two that make up three
12
different detectors, the Silicon Pixel Detector (SPD), the Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) and the
Silicon Strip Detector (SSD).  These detectors use different methods of determining the position
of a charged particle’s intersection with the layers to reconstruct the primary and secondary
vertices.  Particle trajectories in the ITS are measured with a resolution of 100µm or better
[13,14].  The SDD and SSD also provide dE/dx11 information which is used for particle
identification.
figure 4.3: An expanded view of the ITS detector layout that gives a better sense of the layer spacing and overall
detector size [17].
figure 4.4: Data taken at ALICE on Saturday, December 5 and Sunday, December 6, 2009.  This includes proton-
proton collisions at 900GeV taken in all central detectors.  On the left is a r-φ view and on the right a z-r view (z in
the beam direction) [43].
The SPD consists of "staves" arranged as the first and second layers of the ITS about the beam
pipe with some distance between.  The 50µm (in rφ) by 425µm (along the beam axis) silicon
pixels are bump-bonded to readout chips which count a hit when a charged particle passes
through the silcon [16].  The readout chips are mounted in ladders and these are mounted on the
staves.  The SPD provides adequate secondary vertexing capability for charm and bottom
detection in the high multiplicity environment expected to exist in Pb-Pb collisions.
                                                 
11 dE/dx – The change in energy over distance.  This term refers to the energy deposited by a particle as it passes
through a detector.  The dE/dx is proportional to the particle's mass and momentum, so if the momentum and dE/dx
are measured by a detector, the mass (and hence the particle identity) can be determined.
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The SDD makes up the third and fourth layers of the ITS and consists of silicon wafers.
Electrons, released by the passage of charged particles through the wafer, travel to detector
elements at the wafer’s edge under the influence of an electric field.  The position of the hit is
determined using the measured drift time and the position of the charge centroid that reaches the
anodes at the edge of the wafer.  The SDD has a spatial precision of 30µm [15].
The SSD forms the fifth and sixth layers of the ITS and is made of double-sided silicon strip
detectors.  The silicon sensors, which are 42x75 mm and 300µm thick are surrounded by a guard
ring, which protects the sensor from border instability, and a bias ring, which provides the bias
voltage to the sensor.  The sides are doped with strips of p on one side and n12 on the other such
that the strips are at angels to each other, Figure 4.5.  When a charged particle passes through the
sensor it fires a p and an n strip so the hit location is the position that the two strips cross and is
picked up by the readout chips attached to either side.  The SSD is important for matching tracks
reconstructed in the TPC and ITS as well as providing dE/dx information used in particle
identification [27].
figure 4.5: A close-up look at the p and n strips on an SSD.  The high multiplicity of Pb-Pb events means that
sometimes two particles will reach this detector at the same time.  In such an event there are four possible positions,
two real and two “ghost” or false reads.  We can determine which hits are the true hits as described in [27].
B.  Time Projection Chamber
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the ionization chamber at ALICE and will be used to
make measurements for track reconstruction and extrapolation. The TPC should measure
charged particle momentum with a resolution better than 2.5% for electrons with pT of about
4GeV/c and dE/dx resolution better than 10% [20].
                                                 
12 p and n doping – Doping refers to the placement of a impurities in a pure semiconductor.  N-type semiconductors
are doped with atoms that have one more electron than the semiconductor which allows the extra electron to roam
and conduct.  P-type semiconductors are doped with atoms that have one fewer electron than the semiconductor.
The missing electrons act as “holes” which are free to move around the semiconductor [32].
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figure 4.6: This view of the TPC shows the beam direction, two yellow arrows, and various parts described below.
This diagram also shows the field cage which forms the outer and inner edge of the TPC, keeping the gases in and
stray electric fields out to ensure the field inside the cage is uniform [20].
The TPC is a cylindrical carbon-fibre cage covered with mylar strips coaxial to the beam pipe
and SPD.  An aluminized stretched Mylar foil divides the TPC at it’s axial center and acts as a
High Voltage (HV) electrode [21], Figure 4.6.  The TPC is filled with a Ne, CO2, and N2 gas
mixture.  The foil and two opposite axial potential degraders create a highly uniform electrostatic
field in the two "drift regions". 
Ionized particles from the track move at constant velocity to either endplate, which contain the
detection surfaces.  The track is then reconstructed from the outside edge of the TPC, where the
particle density is lowest, in toward the SPD and matched with primary and secondary vertices.
After a track is reconstructed the path is projected out beyond the TPC to the rest of detectors,
Figures 4.1 and 4.4.
C.  Transition Radiation Detector
The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) is a detector that combines an ionization chamber with
layers of a radiator to determine which charged particles passing through it are electrons.  The
detector consists of detector modules arranged around the TPC in the ALICE central barrel. 
Each module contains a radiator and a drift chamber, with an amplification region, filled with a
Xe and CO2 mixture.  The radiator is made of sandwiched layers of foam and fiber materials with
differing dielectric constants.  Particles with large gamma factors13 (E/m >~ 1000) that cross the
boundaries between these materials produce transition radiation in the form of "soft" x-rays [25,
42].  When the incident particles and the soft x-rays travel through the drift chamber they leave
trails of ionized particles which drift across the chambers to the cathode wires.  The ionized
                                                 
13 Gamma factor – in relativity gamma is a term dependent on the velocity of a particle ( ).  The
relationship between the mass, velocity and energy of a particle (E=γmc2) can be rearranged to show that gamma is
proportional to E/m.
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particles pass through an amplification region before reaching the cathode pads that pick up the
signal, Figure 4.7.
figure 4.7: The diagram on the left shows a cutaway view of the TRD where the bottom is closest to the beam pipe
[25].  This diagram also illustrates how an electron signal is enhanced in the TRD while a pion signal is not.
Even at the high energies at ALICE only electrons are light enough to have the appropriate
gamma factor to radiate.   As a result, only the signal from electrons is enhanced when passing
through the radiator.  By finding the enhanced signal we can differentiate between electrons and
other particles with high velocities.  However, the TRD is only effective up to pT ≈ 10GeV/c and
ALICE needs to identify electrons with even higher pT.
D.  Time of Flight Detector
The Time Of Flight (TOF) detector at ALICE takes very precise measurements of the time that
charged particles cross it with a time resolution well below 100ps.  The masses of particles can
be calculated when these time measurements are combined with momentum and track length
measurements from other detectors. 
The TOF consists of modules arranged in a cylinder around and along the length of the TRD. 
The modules contain detector elements called Multigap Resistive Plate Chambers (MRPC),
which are made of 2 stacks of 5 resistive glass plates separated by nylon fishing line [23].
Charged particles passing through the MRPC ionize the gas between the plates.  A high voltage
applied across the plates amplifies the ionization through electron avalanche but the resistive
plates restrict avalanches to individual gaps.  The movement of the ionized electrons on pickup
electrodes causes a fast signal and the sum of the signals from all the gaps is interpreted by
readout pads on either side of the stacks.
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E.  EMCal
The ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter14 (EMCal) was a late addition to the ALICE detector
contributed by a consortium of U.S. and European collaborators.  It measures the energy of
particles that reach it helping to identify high pT ( > 10GeV/c ) photons, pions, electrons and
positrons, and is essential for full jet reconstruction.  As already mentioned, the EMCal can
detect charged and neutral particles using alternating layers of a dense material, in this case lead,
and scintillators.  As noted above, the TRD is only effective at identifying electrons up to
≈ 10GeV/c, so the EMCal greatly increases this identification range and consequently the range
that b-quarks can be identified in.
The EMCal identifies electrons using the fact that passing electrons deposit all of their energy in
the EMCal while hadrons deposit only a small fraction of theirs.  Since hadrons interact weakly
with the other identification detectors too, the EMCal is crucial for accurate jet measurement.
Valuable jet information and the ability to tag b-quark jets can be obtained by measuring electron
energies with the EMCal.
The momentum of a particle is determined using the tracks reconstructed by the ITS and TPC.
Tracks are then matched to the energy clusters in the EMCal and the value of E/p is calculated.
The distribution of E/p should peak at 1 for electrons and be close to 0 for hadrons, Figure 4.8.
figure 4.8: The E/p distributions for single electrons and pions with (left) 20GeV/c and (right) 40GeV/c.  The non-
interacting lines refer to particles which lost less than 10% of their momentum before reaching the EMCal [27].
                                                 
14 The laboratories that took part in the design, development and construction of the EMCal are: California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, Catania, CERN, Creighton University, Grenoble, INFN Frascati,
Kent State University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Michigan State University, Nantes, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Purdue University, University of California Los
Angeles, University of Houston, University of Tennessee, University of Texas Austin, Wayne State University, and
Yale University [24].
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As we can see in Figure 4.9 the EMCal covers only Δφ=110° with twelve super modules housing
the detector elements and readout electronics, Figure 4.10.  The information collected with the
scintillation material is carried via fibers to the readout chips.  The energy resolution of the
EMCal depends on the momentum of the incoming particle and the position resolution depends
on the energy deposited [27].
figure 4.9: The EMCal is made of 12 super modules, 3072 modules and 12,288 towers [27].
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figure 4.10: this figure offers an exploded view of the EMCal module components and shows the readout chips and
optical fibers used to transfer the hit data from the detector to the chips [27].
F.  Event Reconstruction
Before the data collected by the various sub-detectors can be used for tagging and identifying the
particles created in an event the event and all of the subsequent tracks and detector hits must be
reconstructed.
Primary Vertex Identification
This algorithm is used to identify the primary vertex where collisions occurred.  We will need
this information in track finding and identifying secondary vertices and their displacement from
the primary event, which can be used in particle identification.
The algorithm begins finding the primary vertex position along the beam direction by looking at
the distribution of the z-coordinates of the reconstructed space points in the first pixel layer.  The
centroid of this distribution is used with a monotonic relationship, through a polynomial fit, to
find an estimate of the centroid z-position and a confidence region Δz.
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figure 4.11: These diagrams are useful in understanding the vertex finding algorithm.  a shows how tracks are
selected that fall within Δz.  b shows how the tracks are selected in the xy-plane [5].
Next, the second pixel layer data is used with the first pixel layer data to find the z position of
correlated points, Figure 4.11, and only points falling inside Δz are kept.  The distribution of the
remaining points is fitted to a Gaussian curve to find the z-position of the primary vertex.
Similarly, for the primary vertex position in the transverse plane, the tracks are approximated as
being straight lines from the primary vertex through the first two pixel layers.  Only data points
intersecting z within 4σz of the vertex position and within Δφ, dependent on the magnetic field,
are used for this calculation.  The distribution of the intercepts of all the straight lines connecting
the points in the pixel layers has a minimum width at the point closest to the actual vertex.
The centroid of the x, y, and z coordinate distributions can then be found and give the position of
the vertex in 3-dimensions.
Track Finding and Following
Reconstructed tracks are used to determine particle momenta, locate secondary vertices, and for
particle identification.  The track reconstruction algorithms can be broken down into two main
groups, global and local.  Local track reconstruction occurs in the individual detectors and relies
on sophisticated algorithms, Kalman filtering at ALICE, rather than a global track model, to sort
out the data for each track. Global track reconstruction uses a track model for the entire detector
region and projects reconstructed tracks to other detectors.  At ALICE, both tracking algorithms
are being employed at different stages of the reconstruction to optimize speed and performance
while ensuring high precision results for the final analysis [5].
Track reconstruction begins with cluster finding in each of the central detectors, although some
clusters cannot be identified without tracks, and primary vertex reconstruction as described
above.  The tracks are then reconstructed starting at the outer edge of the TPC where track
density is a minimum.  Clusters are added to the tracks as they are reconstructed toward the beam
pipe and followed to as close to the primary vertex as possible.  After this the tracks are traced
back out through the TPC and extrapolated to the rest of the central detectors [5].  As the tracks
a. b.
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pass through the TRD the clusters are added to the tracks to improve momentum resolution of
the tracks which are then projected out to the TOF, HMPID, PHOS and EMCal.  The additional
information from these detectors is used to identify the particles.
Secondary Vertex Reconstruction
Although neutral particles leave no trace in the tracking detectors, they can decay into charged
“daughter” particles that do.  The decay vertex is often displaced from the primary collision
vertex by a large enough distance that the secondary vertex can be reconstructed and used to
determine the identity of the “parent” particle that decayed.  There are two algorithms used at
ALICE to identify secondary vertices, V0 and Kink reconstruction [5].
The V0 finding begins by removing all tracks with an impact parameter15 that is too small.  Each
“secondary” track is then paired with all of the tracks of opposite charge and pairs with a
distance of closest approach (DCA) to the secondary vertex that is larger than a predetermined
value are removed.  Then, the distance between tracks is minimized and the V0 position is
determined for the track pairs, figure 4.12.
figure 4.12: This diagram illustrates how the V0 point of DCA and momentum (p) are found and how they must fall
within a certain volume of the primary vertex [4].
Next, only secondary vertices that are within a defined volume around the primary vertex are
kept.  Then, the algorithm checks that V0 momenta point back to the primary vertex by summing
the track momenta.  A cut is applied to the angle between the vector from the primary to the
secondary vertices and the momentum vector.  V0 finding can be used to identify photons that
convert to e+e- pairs.  These electrons and positrons are a source of background that contaminates
the electrons originating from b-hadron decays and must be removed in order to accurately
measure b-hadrons and b-quark jets.
                                                 
15 Impact parameter – the distance of closest approach of a track to the primary vertex, figure 6.4.
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In kink reconstruction vertices resulting from the decay of a particle into a particle with the same
charge plus a neutral particle, figure 4.13, are identified.  Such vertices appear to be straight
tracks with a “kink” or bend in the track.  The algorithm identifies tracks that have the same
charge, cross each other, and do not cross the entire TPC volume.  Cuts are then made on cluster
density, fiducial volume and several other parameters.
figure 4.13: Decays, such as the shown here, result in a neutrino and a charged particle.  Since the
neutrino is neutral it does not appear in the tracking detectors at ALICE and CDF and the track appears to have a
bend in it which is called a kink.
Jet Reconstruction
As we mentioned above, ALICE will explore QGP by studying jet-quenching effects.  The loss
of energy to the jet and particles in it when they pass through the plasma also affects the structure
of a jet, so to understand jet-quenching effects we need a robust algorithm for finding and
separating jets from background data.
There are two major types of algorithms for jet reconstruction that can be used for ALICE:
modified cone and sequential recombination [27].  Both algorithm types, along with all other
modern jet reconstruction algorithms, are included in the FastJet package used in ALICE.  The
underlying event background in Pb-Pb collisions can skew the measurement of jet energy, so it
needs to be treated carefully.  One of the most important improvements to jet-finding included in
FastJet is a rigorous definition of the jet area that can be used to correct for the underlying event.
The essential parameter for both algorithm types is R16,17  which, for a simple jet algorithm with
no splitting (such as at CDF as we will discuss below), is defined as the cone radius:
For more sophisticated algorithms R can be considered the “resolution scale” at which the
structure of the event is being measured and will be limited to R ≤ 0.4 for ALICE [27].
                                                 
16 Azimuthal angle (φ) - the angle of particles in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis.
17 Pseudorapidity (η) – the pseudorapidity of a particle is defined as η = -ln[tan(θ/2)], where θ is the polar angle of a
particle with respect to beam line.  The pseudorapidity of a particle is important in particle physics because it only
depends on θ, which can always be measured, has the convenient feature that it is additive under relativistic velocity
transformations and is a dimensionless quantity [34].
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Cone algorithms sum the energies of all particles found within a cone radius that has a fixed
definition, while sequential recombination algorithms (such as the kT and anti-kT algorithms)
allow the geometric shape of the jet to be determined by the particles included.  The kT algorithm
starts by clustering the softest radiation (lowest momentum particles) in the jet and builds from
the tail, in toward the jet core.  The anti-kT algorithm takes the opposite approach and is preferred
at ALICE because it is better able to exclude the soft (low momentum) particles coming from the
underlying event.
G.  Summary
This section covered a large amount of information about the detectors and reconstruction
algorithms at ALICE.  We can summarize what we learned as follows: the detectors at ALICE
gather information from an event which is reconstructed to find tracks in the tracking detectors
and clusters in the identification detectors.  The identification detectors are tuned to identify
particles in various transverse momentum ranges.  The reconstructed tracks and clusters can then
be matched to determine the identity of the various particles that were created in the event.  After
track reconstruction and particle identification are completed, secondary vertices can be
reconstructed from pairs of charged particles and jets can be found by clustering multiple tracks
and calorimeter clusters together according to the preferred jet-finding algorithm.  Finally, b-
quark jets can be tagged and compared in pp and Pb-Pb collisions to learn something about the
density of the QGP.
V.  The CDF Detector
The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) was an experiment at the Tevatron particle accelerator
designed to study heavy particle production and decay, measure high-energy jet and photon
production and look for new physics such as the Higgs boson [6].  The Tevatron was a
synchrotron that accelerates protons and anti-protons to energies up to 1TeV each. The Tevatron
was the highest energy particle accelerator in operation until the LHC came online and became
the global center for particle physics research.  CDF and the Tevatron both operated for almost
twenty years before completing their final runs in 2009.
One of CDF's signature analyses was the measurement of the tt-bar production cross-section,
which studied top quark decays to W+jets and b-jets using lepton (electron and muon) tagging.
The similarity of the detectors used and events of interest make CDF a useful resource of tested
analysis algorithms that could be utilized by ALICE for its b-jet tagging program.
We have already briefly described tracking detectors and calorimeters that make up the detectors
that are relevant to this paper.  In this section we will go into further detail about the specifics of
the Silicon Detector, Central Outer Tracker, and Calorimeters and compare them to the detectors
used at ALICE described in Section 4.
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figure 5.1: A cutaway view of the CDF detector including the central barrel and forward detectors [6].
A.  Silicon Detector
The silicon detector is the high-resolution tracking detector at CDF used for primary and
secondary vertex reconstruction.  It is made up of seven silicon cylinders arranged in layers
around the beam pipe.  Particles may pass through each layer, leaving a trail of ions and
electrons that create a small ionization current, which is recorded as a “hit”.
The silicon detector performs the same function for CDF as the SPD performs for ALICE.  They
both are used for primary and secondary vertex identification because of the excellent resolution
that can be achieved with the silicon detectors.
B.  Central Outer Tracker
The Central Outer Tracker (COT) is the ionization chamber at CDF.  The COT is a large cylinder
filled with argon and ethane gas and tens of thousands of wires strung parallel to the beam pipe.
The COT detects charged particles that leave a trail of ions in the gas.   A voltage difference is
applied between pairs of wires.  Electrons drift to “sense” wires that are arranged throughout the
chamber that “catch” them and the position and time is recorded making a hit.
The COT is analogous to the TPC described above.  Both chambers rely on the ionization of a
gas mixture with the charged particles then picked up by detectors.  However, the method of
collecting the ionized particles is quite different.  Where the COT relies on closely spaced wires
to pick up the signal as quickly as possible, in the TPC the particles drift to detectors on either
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end of the chamber.  This setup makes the TPC resolution better but the COT can operate faster
since the particles have a smaller distance to drift.
C.  Calorimeters
The calorimeters measure the total energy of particles hitting them and can measure both charged
and neutral particles, although they do not provide any information about the tracks of those
particles.
At CDF the calorimeters are a series of wedges arranged around the COT and magnet. Each
wedge contains an electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter, which measures lighter particles such as
electrons and photons, and a hadronic calorimeter, which measures the heavier hadrons.
While CDF relies on a combination of electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters calibrated to
detect heavier or lighter particles, ALICE uses the TRD, TOF, HMPID and EMCal to determine
which particles are electrons and which are the heavier hadrons.
D.  Muon Chambers
CDF has a set of muon chambers that accurately measure the position and time of passing
muons. Since the purpose of this paper is a comparison of CDF and ALICE with a focus on
electron identification, we will forego further discussion of the muon chambers at this point.
However, we will note that the information collected from these chambers is used in particle
identification and jet reconstruction algorithms.
In the next section, when we discuss the CDF algorithms we will include the cuts placed on
muons but when the algorithms are adapted for ALICE only measurements of electrons and
positrons will be made so muon cuts from CDF will not be adapted.
VI.   Algorithm Comparison
At this point we have looked at both detectors and experiments and have an understanding of the
similarities and differences of each.  In this section we will explore the algorithms used in both
experiments with a detailed description of the CDF algorithms and discuss the possibility of
adapting them to ALICE’s needs.
A.  CDF Algorithms
Below we will briefly describe a few of the algorithms that were used at CDF.  These algorithms
may be useful in understanding and preparing algorithms for analyzing the data that the ALICE
detector will collect.
Secondary Vertex Algorithm
The SECondary VerTeX (SECVTX) algorithm is used to search for secondary decay vertices
within jets by determining the primary vertex and then reconstructing displaced vertices.  Some
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of the features of this algorithm are similar to the secondary vertex reconstruction algorithm for
ALICE that was described earlier.
To locate the primary vertex, all of the tracks are first made to originate from a single estimated
vertex.  This vertex is constrained to be in a defined region of the beam pipe as discussed in [2].
The impact parameter significance, S, is defined as S = d/σd , where d is the distance of closest
approach of a track to the primary vertex and σd is an estimate of the vertex position resolution.
Tracks with a value of S larger than three are removed and the remaining tracks are fitted to a
new vertex.  The process is repeated until all of the tracks fit the required cut for S.  If there are
fewer than five tracks remaining the beam-line position is used for the transverse position.
After the primary vertex position is determined, secondary vertices are determined in two stages.
In the first stage there must be at least three track candidates for the secondary vertex.  Two of
the tracks must pass through the same point in space to form the “seed”.  If there is a third track
that passes through the seed then the space point is used as a secondary vertex.  In addition to the
position requirements, there is also a cut applied to the transverse momentum (pT) of the tracks.
If the first stage does not find a secondary vertex then another pass is made with stricter
requirements on S and pT.  Tracks that satisfy the new requirements are forced to pass through
the same space point to form a seed vertex which is given a χ2 value18.  Tracks that contribute too
much are removed and a new seed is formed.  This is repeated until the χ2 value is acceptable,
table 6.1.
χ2/DOF of the track fit ≤ 6
SVX track selection Criteria – Pass 1
if NSVX-hits≥3 NGood hits ≥ 1
pT ≥ 0.5GeV/c
if NSVX-hits=2 NGood hits ≥ 2
pT ≥ 1.5GeV/c
|d| ≤ 0.1cm
|d|/σd ≥ 2.5
SVX track selection Criteria – Pass 2
if NSVX-hits≥3 NGood hits ≥ 1
pT ≥ 1.0GeV/c
if NSVX-hits=2 NGood hits ≥ 2
pT ≥ 1.0GeV/c
|d| ≤ 0.1cm
|d|/σd ≥ 3.0
table 6.1: Some of the cuts used to identify secondary vertices at CDF [2].
                                                 
18 χ2 – in this case the χ2 is related to a goodness-of-fit test.  In other words, χ2 indicates how well the data matches a
theoretical value.  For this algorithm if χ2 is too large, meaning the data does not fit well, tracks that make a large
contribution are removed from the jet [29].
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This algorithm identifies secondary decay vertices within reconstructed jets, using the IP
significance test to ensure that the vertices are indeed secondary.  The results of this algorithm
can be used as an input to the next level of reconstruction to determine the identity of the found
jets.
figure 6.1:  A pictorial representation of an event topology including several jets and one with a displaced vertex.
The impact parameter of a particle with the primary vertex is d0.  The quantity Lxy, known as the bend-plane
projection, will be discussed later [52].
Jet Probability Algorithm
The Jet ProBability (JPB) algorithm checks the vertices found by SECVTX to confirm that they
are secondary vertices.  The JPB determines the probability that the particle that produced a
vertex has a short lifetime.  If the lifetime is too short (the probability is large) then the particle
could not have traveled far enough for the vertex to be distinguished from the primary vertex.
When the JPB checks the vertices found by SECVTX it looks for a very low probability that the
lifetimes are small to confirm that the vertices are secondary.
The JPB calculation uses the tracks from vertices found with the SECVTX algorithm to calculate
the track impact parameter significance S with respect to the primary vertex.  All secondary
vertices with two or more tracks are considered.  S is positive if the closest point on the track to
the primary vertex is in the same hemisphere as the jet direction, Figure 6.2, and negative
otherwise [2].
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figure 6.2:  The impact parameter significance (S) is positive if the point of closest approach on a track is in the same
hemisphere as the jet direction as shown on the right.  If the point of closest approach is in the opposite hemisphere
then the S is negative.
A histogram of the number of tracks versus S is fitted with a resolution function R(S) that is used
to calculate the probability that a given impact parameter significance is due to detector
resolution using the equation
The probabilities for each of the tracks in a given jet are multiplied to give Π.  The probability
that the jet has a zero lifetime is then given by
where N is the number of tracks in the jet.  Jets with a probability less than 0.05 are given a
positive JPB tag and considered primary jets.  Those with larger probability values should have
long-lived particles in them that make them candidates for b-jets.
Photon Conversion Identification
At both ALICE and CDF energetic photons can interact with an atom creating an electron-
positron pair.  Since these electrons and positrons do not come from b-jets or W-jets, they are
background to the signal data we are interested in and must be removed.  In CDF, the Photon
Conversion Identification Algorithm (PCIA) finds these electron-positron pairs for removal [2].
Candidates for photon conversion are electrons with tracks that are close to tracks with opposite
charge.  Candidates are removed if the following criteria are met, Figure 6.3:
1. |δcotθ| ≤ 0.06 – the difference between the polar angles
2. -20cm ≤ Rconv ≤ 50cm – the conversional radial position
3. |Δsep| ≤ 0.3cm – the distance between the tracks in the r-φ plane at Rconv where the
tracks are parallel
or, if a companion track is not found
4. ƒVTX ≤ 20% - the ratio of the measured to expected number of VTX hits associated to
the electron candidate
primary
vertex
primary
vertex
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These cuts are, of course, specific to the CDF detector.  While ALICE can use the output from its
V0 finder (described previously) as a starting point, it is not optimized for photon conversion
identification.  Further comparison with the CDF methods may help ALICE develop better
algorithms with improved speed and accuracy.
figure 6.3: For the photon conversion algorithm Rconv is the distance between the points where two tracks are parallel
to each other as illustrated in a and b, θ is the angle between the two vectors tangent to the tracks at the point where
two tracks cross as seen in a, and Δsep is the distance in the z-direction between two tracks that are crossing in r-φ
shown in c.
Soft Lepton Tagging Algorithm
As the name implies, the Soft Lepton Tagging (SLT) algorithm searches for jets that contain a
“soft” lepton which are indicative of b-quark decays.  In the case of this paper a soft lepton has a
low momentum (~ 2GeV/c) compared to a W-decay lepton which could be (~ 40.2GeV/c), owing
to the large rest mass of the W-boson (80.398GeV/c2).  At CDF both electrons and muons are
used to tag jets with soft leptons.  Since ALICE only has electron identification in the central
detector we will skip the steps and cuts specific to soft muons.
CDF searches within a cone of radius R ≤ 0.4 around jets that have ET ≥ 15GeV and are within
|η| ≤ 2 for soft electrons candidates.  Each Central Tracking Chamber (CTC) track with
pT ≥ 2GeV/c, associated to these jets, is extrapolated out to the fiducial region of the
electromagnetic calorimeters and matched to a cluster that is consistent with an electron.
Next, the tracks are required to fall within 0.7 ≤ E/p ≤ 1.5 and Ehad/Eem ≤ 0.1.  The track
ionization rate (dE/dx) and energy deposited in the EMCal preradiator must also match the
electron hypothesis.  Last, electrons from photon conversion are removed with the added
constraint that the invariant mass19 of the electron-positron pair, Mll  ≤ 500MeV/c2.
                                                 
19 Invariant mass – the invariant mass is a combination of a particle’s energy and momentum: (mc2)2 = E2 - ||pc||2 and
is the same regardless of the reference frame.
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Adapting this algorithm to use at ALICE should be fairly easy.  Most of the cuts can be tuned to
suit ALICE and only the Ehad/Eem cut needs to be replaced.  The dE/dx cut could be taken from
the TRD and TPC while the Ehad measurement will need to be found using ALICE’s tracking
capabilities.
SLT Efficiency
To test the efficiency of cuts used to in the Soft Lepton Tagging Algorithm CDF looks at a
sample of electrons from photon conversion.  These electron and positron tracks are extrapolated
to the calorimeter and matched to clusters.  The electrons must not only pass SLT cuts on
electrons but must also pass topological cuts.  Using topological cuts to help determine the
efficiency of SLT electron finding is a strategy that may be useful at ALICE in developing
algorithms that involve the EMCal.
W+Jet
In CDF, W+jets are an important signal source that need to be identified in order to measure tt-
bar decays.  W-bosons can decay to a single electron or positron and corresponding neutrino, so
they can be identified by looking for high pT e- or e+.  In contrast, in ALICE W-bosons are a
source of background electrons that must be removed to isolate the b-quark jet measurements we
are interested in.  Therefore, it is useful to review the CDF W+jet algorithm in order to learn how
it might be used in ALICE to suppress the background from W-boson decays in our electron
sample.
As discussed in [2], the W+jet sample is chosen from jets with at least one primary electron with
ET ≥ 20GeV and at least one jet with uncorrected ET ≥ 15GeV and pseudorapidity |η| ≤ 2.  To
isolate the W+jet events of interest the neutral Z-bosons that decay to an e+e- pair are removed.
However, many Z+jet events still survive these W+jet cuts and must be removed by applying
additional constraints.
To remove Z+jet events Z candidates are selected by requiring a primary lepton with ET ≥ 20GeV
and a secondary lepton with the same flavor and opposite charge satisfying the criteria:
|η| ≤ 4.2
ET ≥ 10GeV
Ehad/Eem ≤ 0.12
I ≤ 0.15 (where I is the isolation20)
If the invariant mass of the lepton pair is in the range 70 ≤ Mll ≤ 110GeV/c2 then the pair belongs
to a Z+jet and the candidate can be removed.
Events that contain an isolated track with pT ≥ 10GeV/c and opposite charge to the primary
lepton are also removed from the W+jet sample.  Most of these events come from dilepton
events where a single lepton was outside of the region covered by the detectors.
                                                 
20 Isolation – I is defined as the ratio of the additional transverse energy in a cone of radius R=0.4 around the
calorimeter cluster axis to the transverse energy in the cluster [2].
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Last, events where a jet with
ET ≥ 15GeV
|η| ≤ 2
Eem/Eem+had ( ≥ 0.95)
are also removed.  Almost all of these events are a result of Z→ e- e+ decays.  The events that
remain are labeled as W+jet events.
ALICE has investigated W-decay electrons but not Z-decays, so this algorithm is a good starting
point for ALICE to gain experience from CDF.  However, the W+jet algorithm relies on cuts on
Ehad/Eem and Ehad/Eem+had, which are collected with hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters, so
ALICE cannot directly use these cuts.  Instead, ALICE will rely on E/p, where the energy
measured in the EMCal and the momentum is measured with the tracking detectors.  Further
study of where to place this cut will be investigated, along with the tuning of the other cuts so
ALICE can reliably identify and subtract the W+jet and Z+jet backgrounds from the b-quark jet
events of interst.
B.  ALICE Algorithms
ALICE has begun developing algorithms to analyze the data collected in the many collision
events that will occur during the course of its operation.  These algorithms may be improved by
adapting techniques and ideas already applied at CDF.
Displaced Vertex Method Algorithm
The Displaced Vertex Method (DVM) is an algorithm used to isolate electrons from heavy quark
decays [12].  The DVM identifies electrons from secondary vertices consistent with bottom-
hadron decay lifetimes.  These electrons are considered “heavy flavor” electrons and are
correlated with jets to tag those coming from b-quark jet events of interest.
The DVM begins with a large pT electron trigger.  The algorithm searches for an intermediate pT
hadron (pT  > 0.5GeV/c) from a common secondary vertex within a cone of dR < 1.0 of the
trigger.  Both tracks must have at least four hits in the ITS so that the reconstructed secondary
vertex will have high enough spatial resolution to distinguish if from the primary vertex.  The
secondary vertex position of the pair of tracks is determined and then the bend-plane projection
Lxy is calculated as
where r is the vector from the primary to secondary vertex and p is the 3-momentum sum of the
electron and hadron.
The distribution of the bend-plane projection is symmetric about zero for random background
and biased toward the positive for real decays.  By isolating the positive component of this
distribution the background can be reduced.  A further cut on the invariant mass can be made to
remove direct charm decay.  Using the cuts, Lxy  > 600µm and e-K invariant mass threshold of
1.7GeV an electron population due to b-decay of 99% can be found with ~70% efficiency [12].
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The DVM is close to a combination of the CDF SECVTX, JPB, and SLT algorithms, although it
does not use the impact parameter significance directly.  It would be very interesting and useful
for ALICE to try the CDF methods used in these algorithms (with a little adaptation for the
different detector configurations) to see if the DVM method could be improved upon.
Impact Parameter Significance
The Impact Parameter Significance (IPS) algorithm is a b-tagging algorithm that uses the
transverse impact parameter (IP) of all tracks within a jet to identify jets containing secondary
vertices.  The dot product between the jet axis and the transverse impact parameter (with respect
to the primary vertex) of all tracks within the jet is calculated, Figure 6.4 below. The IP
significance is the same as defined in CDF, S = IP/σIP where σIP is resolution of the impact
parameter.
figure 6.4: This figure visually shows the variables needed to calculate the impact parameter significance [27].
A positive significance greater than 3 means the jet is well separated from the primary vertex and
a negative significance means the track poorly related to the jet.  To be tagged as a b-jet a
minimum number of tracks in the reconstructed jet-cone must pass a significance cut, which has
a positive threshold.  The values for the minimum significance and number of jets required to
pass the significance cut may be varied to enhance the purity or efficiency of the algorithm [27].
Since the IPS algorithm is similar to the SECVTX algorithm used by CDF, the JPB algorithm
could be useful here.   If the JPB was incorporated as an additional step in the IPS, and a
requirement was included that at least one of the tracks in the jet belongs to an identified
electron, the efficiency and purity of the IPS method might be enhanced.  Further study of this
method and these possible improvements are a promising avenue of analysis for ALICE.
VII.  Conclusion
In this paper we learned about the ALICE and CDF detectors and the algorithms that are used to
analyze the data that they collect.  The two detectors share many similarities in the data collected
and analysis methods that can be applied to them.  Although the values of individual cuts applied
to the CDF data will have to be adjusted to fit ALICE’s needs, the steps and cuts made can be
adapted to augment the existing ALICE algorithms.
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The years of experience provided by CDF at the Tevatron can be applied to ALICE at the LHC
and will help the physics program at ALICE succeed in isolating b-jets faster and more
efficiently.  Ultimately the comparison of b-jets in Pb-Pb and pp collisions will enable ALICE to
quantify some of the properties of quark-gluon plasma.  These measurements may provide key
information to understanding the strong nuclear force and how it has determined the evolution of
the Universe as we know it.
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